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"A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS WITH A SINGLE STEP" 

Dear Parents and Grandparents 

Hope you all had a good week! 

We would like to start off our newsletter by welcoming 2 new little students into our nursery. 

Welcoming Tal and Danny and their families to TLC@Nishmas! All the teachers are looking forward to 

supporting you both through the beginnings of your new learning adventures!  

We are also delighted to welcome Nasra to our Nishma's team who is looking forward to supporting 

your children through their learning journey! WELCOME NASRA! 

In this week's sedra Vo'ero, Hashem reassures Moshe that he knows the hardships the children of Israel 

are going through, whilst being slaves. Hashem tells Moshe and Aharon they they will speak to Paroah - 

the King of Egypt - and lead the children of Israel out of Eygpt. Paroah does not listen! So everytime 

 

Monday: Weekend discussion time....YEY! 

 "I been on the bus. I been on lots of buses, but we didn't go on the couch" - Benji 

 "I went in the park with mummy" - Talya 

 "I went trampolining with daddy and there was lots of people. We had trampolining bracelets" - 
Rosie 

 "I went to Any's birthday party. Any was 1"- Layla 

 "I went to shop with Daddy. We bought breakfast thing" - Rafi  

 "I went inside firetruck and helping" - Samuel 

 "I went to park, sliding with mummy and daddy" - Amira 

 "I play with mamma. I go to park. I went on the swings. They go fast" - Natan 

 "I go out to the park. A slide. I went up the slide. It was big. Fast not slow. I go home with daddy" 
- Yitzchak 

 "Mummy clean. I tidy up mummy. I sleep in my room" - Emy 

 "Mummy play ball. Jake play ball outside. I throw the ball to mummy. Me catch it" - Jake 

 "Mummy park, Eitan. I go on slide go down it, big slide. It's fast, I like slide" - Daniel 

 TLC Nursery @ Nishmas 

NEWSLETTER – 12th January 2018 

Vo'ero - ָוֵאָרא 

  
 

 ב"ה

he said 'no' there was a different plague! Moshe was not 

allowed to perform the plague of blood, turning the river into 

blood. So, Aharon strikes the river rather than Moshe. This is 

to show gratitude, as when Moshe was a baby and his life 

was in danger, he was placed in the river. We learn from this 

how much more grateful we should be to people who have 

helped us!  
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For the first plague, blood, the children enjoyed watching a bowl of water turn slowly to red using drops 

of red food colouring. This was of course representing the River Nile turning to blood....THEY WERE IN 

AWE WATCHING THE WATER TURN RED!  

Today the children made frogs on paper plates to coincide with the 2nd plague that Hashem sent to  

       

Egypt! They made the frogs using their green handprints and googley eyes! We then all decided to jump 

around like frogs making funny froggy sounds! (CREATIVE, ROLE PLAY AND PHYSICAL ALL ROLLED INTO 

ONE ACTIVITY!) GREAT JOB CHILDREN! But not only did they make frogs, jump around like frogs, but 

they sang about frogs too! WHAT A FROGGY DAY!  

'One morning when Paroah woke up in his bed, 

there were frogs on his pillow and frogs on his head, 

frogs on his nose and frogs on his toes, 

frogs here, frogs there, frogs were jumping everywhere! 

     

 

Tuesday: Today the children made froggie cookies! We started from scratch and showed them the 

recipe. We explained that we follow directions on the recipe to make the cookies. We showed them the 

numbers which represented either weight or quantity and explained to the children that this is how we  
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know how much of everything we need! YOU ALL WORKED SO WELL TOGETHER CHILDREN AND HOW 

MUCH FUN WAS IT WHEN WE ALL GOT RIBBITING AND CROAKING LIKE FROGS! CROAK! 

    

 

Wednesday: And now for our popular Show & Tell....First up we had Ariella show us an interactive toy 

phone. SHE FIRST PRESSED A BUTTON AND TOLD US "A phone, mummy turn it on. Lights come on, red, 

orange, blue. Hannah plays with it. There's a dog" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Next we had Yakira show us a 

stuffed monkey "A monkey, it's purple and pink. I got it from mummy and daddy". PRESSING THE 

BUTTON SHE TOLD US "Ooooooo ooooooo eeeeee. I got it from the zoo. I saw monkeys there and they 

live in the trees" FANTASTIC SWEETIE AND WHAT A GREAT IMPERSONATION OF A MONKEY! Next up  

          

was Emy with animal flash cards. SHE GOT CARDS OUT ONE BY ONE AND SHOWED US "Giraffe, snake, 

crocodile, bear" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then up came Talya with a rubber duck key ring "Key ring it 

makes a noise. Duck duck noise. It's a duck. Mickey Mouse and Minnie are on this. Mummy and Daddy 

bought it at Florida zoo. I saw penguins. It lights up blue" GREAT JOB SWEETIE! Then up came Amira with 

a key ring photo "It's my brother and my sister. It's Yoav and Tali. Tali gave it to me and it's pink. I like 

pink. It goes on my keys. There are circles on it" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then Rosie showed her class a 

chapstick "It's lipstick" SHE THEN POINTED AT HER LIPS AND SHOWED HER CLASS HOW SHE APPLIES IT. 

"I got it from the car, not my house. Mummy uses it and there is another upstairs at home. It's in the 

cupboard. It's only for adults. It's a different colour, purple" AMAZING SWEETIE! Then Judah showed us  
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a toy plane. HE PRESSED THE BUTTON AND TOLD US "It's a plane, it's blue. This is red (POINTING AT 

BUTTON). He has eyes, mouth and a nose. He drives on the floor and in the sky" BRILLIANT SWEETIE! 

Then Olivia R showed off a Brown Bear calender book "Bear, fox, red, teapot, sock, cake, butterfly, bird, 

tiger, mummy and Maya. Flower" SWEETIE! ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC! Then up came Jack with a toy 

Gisele "It's an animal (POINTS AT HEAD) horns. One, two, three, four legs. These are ears, and his 

bottoms. His name is Goat. Mamoo bought it" JACK JACK, WELL DONE! Then we had Natan with 

binoculars "This one, mummy bought it. It's yellow. I wear this on my face" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Then 

Asher showed off a dinosaur book "There are dinosaurs. Daddy bought it from yer (?). What is that one?  

                

It's a Brachiosaurus! He's orange the Spinasauraus. He's blue, green, yellow. The Spinasaurus is my 

favourite" THAT WAS AMAZING SWEETIE! Then we had Benji with his Fireman Sam figurines "There is 

Norman, Fireman Sam, Norman's mummy and Tom. Norman takes things and his mummy says no. 

Fireman Sam gave him a kiss. Mummy bought them because I wanted them. They have a fire truck too. 

It's red" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then Samuel showed off balloons "It's a birthday balloon. It was Emy's. 

She was three, two. They are pink. We got cake as well, it was chocolate. We sang happy birthday to her 

as well" FANTASTIC SAM SAM! Next we had doctor Shira Shaina with a stethascope "It's the doctor's. I 

put it here and use it like this. We listen to your heart (PUTS IT TO NAY NAY'S CHEST AND 

DEMONSTRATES LISTENING TO HER HEART) SHE THEN TOLD NAY NAY "You need to see a doctor, I heard 

3 hearts" HAHAHAHAHA! SHIRA SHAINA, MAYBE NAY NAY IS CARRYING TWINS! THAT WAS BRILLIANT!  

      

Then Rafi showed off an Old Mcdonald Had A Farm book "It's Old Mcdonald. There's a cow, pig, dog, 

mummy" HE THEN SANG THE SONG! BRAVO SWEETIE! Then Tamar had toy cars "Cars from my house. 

Emily's cars, red, yellow, play with Ariel. Mummy and daddy got them. They go vroom vroom" 

FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Then last but most definitely not least Carmel showed off her toy zebra and lion 

"Lion, cow, home, mummy, RAAAAAAA" WOW SWEETIE, WELL DONE!  

CHILDREN! THAT WAS SUPER DOOPER! WELL DONE TO ALL OF YOU!  
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Thursday: Birthday time at Nursery! YEY! WISHING OUR YUDA A HAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAY! SENDING 

YOUR WAY A BOUQUET OF HAPPINESS TO WISH YOU A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEETIE! Thank you for 

bringing in cake to share with all your little friends. All our love from your teachers and little friends at 

TLC! X 

                                        

 

 We will be introducing lots of preschool science experiements for the children to be involved which will 

be perfect for the young scientist! Our early learning science experiments will be playful and simple and 

are good for children with short attention spans! They will be almost always hands-on and visually 

engaging! They will spark curiosity and will help your children develop questions, problem solve and find 

answers. Preschool science experiments introduce a little bit of patience with quick results. Repeating 

simple experiments in different ways and introducing different themes is a great way to build 

knowledge around the concept!  

   

So, today the children were involved in a 'SURPRISE COLOUR FIZZ' experiment! The children set up the 

experiment with minimal adult support  and listened and clearly understood their teacher's instructions. 

We explained exactly what we will be doing and showed them all the supplies needed. Once the 

experiment was in full swing they were absolutely and totally engaged seeing colourful fizzy water 

bubbling out of shot glasses! A couple of children weren't yet ready to participate and were happier  
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watching the experiment go ahead but in time and with gentle encouragement we are positive they will 

with future experiments! 

WELL DONE YOU LITTLE SCIENTISTS!  

       

Friday: How lucky are we! We have another birthday to celebrate! HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR YOEL! ON 

YOUR BIRTHDAY WE WISH THAT ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE, MAY YOUR DAY BE FILLED WITH JOY, 

AND LOTS OF GOODIES TOO! Thank you sweetie for bringing in cake to share! All our love from your 

teachers and little friends at TLC! X 

                       

 

Shabbos Mummy and Daddy today are: Tal & Danny 

 

Book of the Week: The Frog Race 

We hope you have a lovely weekend and restful Shabbos! 

The TLC@Nishmas Team 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Nikki, Naomi, Megan, Courtney, Kristina, Daniela, Selin, Gulsum and Nasra  
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